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Abstract
We develop an integrated multi-phase approach to middle and high level data fusion with an application to situation and threat
assessments. The method ﬁrst builds a feature vector for each detected ground target that includes time, position and target class in a
particular rectangular geographical area of the battlespace. It then clusters the feature vectors by position using a new robust
clustering algorithm and makes an inventory of each cluster as to target classes, counts and posture parameters. Situation assessment is done next via a three-tiered cascaded process of case-based reasoning on cluster attribute records to infer the unit types,
sizes, and purposes. These are then fed into our fuzzy belief network that performs inferencing via heuristic belief propagation for
threat assessment, that is, it infers the actions and intentions of the enemy. A simple synthetic example demonstrates the process.
Ó 2003 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
A profusion of uncertain and often contradictory
data from sensors, communications, databases and
other sources can be counterproductive [26] to situation
awareness by delaying time-critical decision making for
operating inside the response cycle of the enemy. Situation awareness is a spatial and temporal model of the
locations, types, counts, activity, levels of enemy resources [13,18] and echelon organization [12,14] in a
battlespace, along with extraneous information on the
terrain, weather, routes, population areas, etc. Precise
situation awareness enables operational advantage,
while an overload of data causes the fog of war to become the glare of war [26].
Situation assessment (SA) is the ongoing process of
inferring relevant information about forces of concern in
a military situation [5,6,12,14,15,18,20] to achieve situation awareness. The campaign Commander-in-Chief
and staﬀ must use SA to make eﬀective command decisions [17,23]. History shows that it is a key to victory
q
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and that the lack of it often leads to surprise and disaster
[7,11]. SA includes the analysis of data from sensors and
other sources [18] for building situation awareness. SA is
a prerequisite for threat assessment (TA) [13], which is
the analysis of enemy intentions and capabilities. SA
and TA are used for the allocation of resources to targets and other strategy decisions. SA is Level 2 of the
DoD Joint Directors of Laboratories Subpanel on Data
Fusion [1,14].
Commanders use a visual model of the battlespace
for spatial reasoning and decision making [17]. This allows the commander and his forces to operate according
to a common perception. Perception is a process [8] of
maintaining a model of the state of an environment by
combining incoming observations with the previous
state and stored data into a coherent description. The
ground situation picture is part of the common operational picture [23] of the greater battlespace, maintained
by the friendly forces using data fusion [1].
Section 2 is concerned with the data that commanders
need and proposes an integrated multi-step process for
assessing situations and threats as part of the overall
fusion of data. Section 3 presents a new robust method
of clustering the enemy resources by position to obtain
cluster attribute records for comparison with cases in a
case-base for unit classiﬁcation. Section 4 describes our
use of cascaded case-based reasoning to determine type,
size and purpose of enemy units from the cluster
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attribute data. Section 5 conceptualizes our fuzzy belief
networks for threat assessment based on the SA results
from the CBR process. Section 6 presents an example
for simulation runs on synthetic data, while the analysis
and conclusions are presented in Section 7. We use
synthetic data because we do not have access to (classiﬁed) battlespace data.

2. The problem and cognitive process for assessment needs
The problem in SA and TA is one of how to fuse data
from many sources to determine the nature of the enemy, its capabilities and its intended actions in the
battlespace region. Most fusion research is on sensor
fusion, which is the ﬁrst level of fusion, because it is
better understood [14], while higher levels of fusion are
needed to achieve the goal of SA and TA. Our thrust is
to use the data fused in Level 1 fusion for Level 2 (SA)
and Level 3 (TA) fusion. SA is now being handled in
various ways as parts of the overall data fusion [31] to
generate a common operational picture [23] for visualization. Some of the methodologies being used or investigated include [14] Bayesian probabilities, rule-based
systems, neural networks and fuzzy logic, as well as
Bayesian belief networks [5], assumption based truth
maintenance [6], and statistics and dynamic programming [27].
SA is associated with intelligence preparation for the
battlespace (IPB) [34,35], which is the process of providing predictive intelligence to warﬁghters at the right
time for use in planning and executing operations. It
provides information superiority, or information dominance that allows the collection, control, exploitation
and defense of information without eﬀective opposition.
The IPB is used to determine [6] the enemy center of
gravity (COG) and courses of action (COA), which are
parts of SA and TA, respectively. It consists of: (i) deﬁning the battlespace environment; (ii) describing eﬀects
of the battlespace; (iii) evaluating the adversary; and (iv)
determining the adversary COG. This cycle is repeated
throughout a campaign.
The low level data will originate from joint surveillance and target attack radar system (J-STARS), unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), piloted aircraft, the new
surveillance helicopter (RAH66 Commanche), electronic intelligence and communications intelligence and
satellites. These use optics, ladar, infrared (IR) and high
frequency radar: the evolutionary trend is to capture
images of ground targets for detection, analysis and
classiﬁcation. The data must ﬁrst be processed for
alignment and association [23].
The needs of commanders to make time-critical decisions are: (i) Who is out there? (ii) Where are they? (iii)
What is their organizational unit structure and posture?
(iv) What are their intentions and goals? (v) How will

they try to realize their goals with actions? (vi) What are
their resources for sustained eﬀort? and (vii) How do the
weather, terrain, position and time-of-day aﬀect the
situation?
Our approach to SA and TA is a cascade of middleto-higher level fusion using appropriate methods at
diﬀerent stages. We designate a grid of rectangular
geographical areas of the battlespace and for each area
we associate a data structure as a ﬁle (table) of feature
vectors. Each such vector is a record that contains information for a detected and identiﬁed (with a certainty
value) enemy ground target. The ﬁle contains a header
of supplemental information from databases (terrain,
weather, intelligence reports, and pertinent textual
comment). An area may be as small as 10 km by 10 km
or much larger. The process is done for each area where
nonnegligible enemy resources reside, which may be a
single high-threat or high-value target or dozens, hundreds or even thousands of individual targets.
Fig. 1 shows the approach. For SA we ﬁrst cluster the
area target feature vectors by position in the central
coordinate system for the battlespace with a new robust
clustering algorithm. We then make an inventory of the
counts and percentages of the class of targets in each
cluster and use these data in three levels of case-based
reasoning to determine the unit types, sizes (echelon)
and purposes, respectively. For TA we put these results
into our new fuzzy belief network, along with weather,
terrain and possibly other information to infer the enemy intentions, or courses of action (COA). These
processes are described in more detail below.

Fig. 1. Cognitive assessment of battlespace.
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3. Data clustering
3.1. Target feature vectors
The feature vector for each target contains the time
and date of the most recent detection and classiﬁcation,
the position coordinates, the target class (e.g., small,
medium or large truck), a belief value for the target class
and the status (extent of damage). The belief is a quality,
or certainty, value from 0 to 1 where 1 is a full positive
identiﬁcation.
3.2. The centralized k-means clustering algorithm
Clustering yields classiﬁcation. J.S. Mill wrote in his
1843 work System of Logic: ‘‘Classiﬁcation is a contrivance for the best possible ordering of the ideas of
objects in our minds . . . to provide that things shall be
thought of in such groups, and those groups in such an
order, as will best conduce to the remembrance, and to
the ascertainment of their laws’’.
We cluster the target feature vectors into groups by
location for each rectangular area of the battlespace.
The information obtained is to be used for SA. Our
clustering algorithm is similar in methodology to that of
[21], but is simpler and faster in computing the cluster
centroids (prototypes) and is also robust. Compared to
the k-means algorithm, it provides a much better initial
seeding and better clustering with slightly more computation. Bad clustering due to improper seeding is the
main fault of the k-means algorithm [21].
The feature vectors for an area of a battlespace are to
be updated from the ground target tracks to yield a
current set of Q target feature vectors fxðqÞ : q ¼
1; . . . ; Qg. The clustering of these vectors is done only
with respect to position features ðx; yÞ or ðx; y; zÞ. The
clustering of the Q target feature vectors starts with a
relatively large number K of uniformly randomly drawn
seed vectors fzðkÞ : k ¼ 1; . . . ; Kg as possible centroids of
clusters, but thins them to obtain a smaller uniformly
distributed set. Starting with the ﬁrst seed, it thins by
eliminating any others closer to it than the threshold T
and decrementing K, where T is half the average distance between seeds. Then we check the next available
seed in the same way, and so forth. The algorithm now
proceeds with the remaining uniformly distributed set of
K centroid seeds as given below.
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Step 1: For q ¼ 1 to Q, assign each feature vector xðqÞ to
its nearest centroid vector zðkÞ by the index
c½q ¼ k, increment count of cluster k denoted
by count[k].
Step 2: Eliminate any centroids not assigned any feature
vectors (empty clusters), decrement K accordingly.
Step 3: Compute new centroid for each of the K clusters
(average closest 80% to the mean to avoid outliers).
Step 4: Find average of the inter-centroid distances dave
and if any two clusters have centroids closer
than cðdave Þ, 0 < c < 0:5, then merge them by
computing the joint centroid, decrement K,
close up indices.
Step 5: Eliminate any cluster k such that count½k < p (p
is user given to eliminate very small clusters).
Step 6: If any change has occurred in any cluster, go to
Step 1.
We call the new centroid in Step 2, which ignores
outliers, the uniform k-centralized mean (UKCM) of the
cluster and give the algorithm the same name. The
centroids are more representative than the mean or
median, are in eﬀect similar to the alpha-trimmed mean
[3] and are faster to compute than the weighted fuzzy
expected values of [21].

3.3. Clustering results: cluster inventories and attributes
When the target clustering of an area is ﬁnished, the
feature vectors for the ground targets are grouped by
location with a centroid for each of its K clusters. At this
point we make an inventory of each Cluster k with its
count[k] of target feature vectors shown in Table 1. Each
row represents the targets in a target class in a particular
cluster. The row belief is the mean of the beliefs over all
targets in that row.
From the inventory we make a set of cluster attribute
vectors that will be used to determine the unit type, size
and purpose for each cluster by comparing appropriate
features (attributes) with those features in cases to ﬁnd
the best matching ones. The cluster attribute vector for
each cluster contains the numbers of targets of each
class, the percentages of each class for the cluster and
the belief value for each target class.

Table 1
Sample inventory list of an area
Cluster

No. targets

Target class

Time

Location (km)

Mean belief

1
1
..
.
2
..
.

31
..18
.
..50
.

4 (Tank)
..1 (Hvy Truck)
.
8. (Troops)
..

22:01
23:52
..
.
21:93
..
.

(20.92, 34.51)
(20.83,
34.80)
..
.
(21.71,
32.58)
..
.

0.7
0.8
..
.
0.9
..
.
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4. Situation assessment: inference via case-based reasoning
4.1. The CBR paradigm
Case-based reasoning (CBR) is a paradigm that emulates human reasoning in that it solves new problems
by recalling similar problems and their solutions stored
in memory [19,25,30]. A case is a conceptualization of
experience that represents knowledge and contains a
past lesson that includes the context for the case in
which the lesson is used [2,9,19]. A case typically is
composed of the parts: (i) the problem that describes the
state of the environment when the case occurred; (ii) the
solution to the problem part; and (iii) the outcome (or
success metric) of the state of the environment [2] after
the solution was applied.
A given input problem is compared with the case
problem parts in the case-base to retrieve cases with the
best match so their solution parts can be used. Fig. 2
shows the CBR paradigm and Fig. 3 displays the CBR
cycle that learns by accumulating experience. The cycle
of CBR for a new input problem is: (i) retrieve the most
similar cases from the case-base; (ii) re-use them to attempt to solve the problem; (iii) revise them if necessary
to better ﬁt the new problem; and (iv) retain the new
solution with the new problem as a new case if it is
shown to be a good solution.

CBR has been used successfully in planning, design,
diagnosis, assembly and scheduling [19]. For the purpose of SA, we design a series of three levels of case
based reasoning to get the unit type of the cluster (infantry, artillery, etc.), size (platoon, company, battalion,
etc.) and purpose (attack, defend, feint, raid, retreat,
reserve, etc.), respectively, for later use in threat assessment.
4.2. High-level design
One simple case-base is implemented for each of the
three levels of reasoning. The cluster attribute vector of
each cluster is processed via all three levels, one at a
time, until an entire area of clusters is done. Fig. 4
presents the process ﬂow. The process is repeated for
each area where targets have been detected, classiﬁed
and clustered.
The ﬁrst level of CBR compares the target class
percentages of the cluster with those of cases in the ﬁrstlevel case-base, and gets the unit type (i.e., armor, infantry, artillery, SAM site, etc.) of the cluster as the
solution. This result is taken as input for the secondlevel CBR, which additionally requires the total number
of targets in the cluster. This process compares that data
with cases in the second-level case-base to get the unit
size (i.e., platoon, company, battalion, etc.) of the cluster as the solution. Both unit type and size are then fed
into the third-level CBR with posture parameters of the
cluster targets, so the purpose of that cluster can be
deduced.
4.3. Case design and storage
Case storage is important for CBR eﬃciency, so its
design should support and simplify the retrieval process.
For the case-base of each level, we use a dynamic
memory model [19,30], where each instance of the basic
unit is a case. The idea is to organize speciﬁc cases that

Fig. 2. The problem solving paradigm.

Fig. 3. The CBR cycle.

Fig. 4. High-level CBR procedure.
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share similar properties under a more general structure,
i.e., a generalized episode (GE).
The memory is dynamic in that similar parts of two or
more cases are dynamically generalized into a new GE,
the cases being indexed under the GE by their diﬀerences
[33]. We implement GEs via all three levels of casebases.
For the ﬁrst-level case-base, which is used to determine
the unit type, the problem part is a record that contains
the percentage of each target class in a particular cluster. The solution part of it is the type of enemy unit that
the cluster represents (infantry, mechanized infantry, armor, artillery, etc.). A new cluster is assigned a unit type
by comparison with the case-base records to ﬁnd the most
similar case. The similarity depends not only on the
composition of the incoming cluster and the case being
compared, but also on the importance of the target classes
to the unit type. An importance weight is applied to the
percentage of each target class in a cluster. The weights
are standardized by dividing by the sum of weights.
The second-level case-base is used to determine the
unit echelon, or size (platoon, company, battalion, brigade, regiment, division). The problem part of the cases
includes the unit type, the raw numbers of targets of
diﬀerent target classes and the total numbers of vehicles
and weapons (other than small arms), while its solution
part is the unit size.
Similarly, the third-level case-base uses a problem part
that has the unit type, unit size and the cluster posture
parameters, while the solution part is the unit purpose
that may be attack, defend, feint, raid, reserve, wait, or
unknown. We can not determine the purpose of a unit
(cluster) without information on the other clusters in the
same area. Also, posture of a unit depends on the types
and sizes of the other units, as well as their relative locations. Thus the ﬁrst and second level CBR processing
of the clusters in the same area is done before the third
level. Importance weights are also applied when comparing the cluster data with the cases because the features are not weighted equally. There are three posture
parameters: (i) distance from the enemy cluster COG to
the frontier of contention; (ii) the mass parameter (total
units per square kilometer); and (iii) the mixture of armor, artillery, SAMs, mechanized infantry, regular infantry, etc.
4.4. Case retrieval
There are several well-known case retrieval methods,
of which the most useful ones are nearest neighbor, induction, knowledge guided induction and template retrieval [33]. Here we use a hybrid retrieval strategy. It
combines the nearest neighbor method with the template
retrieval method, and thus solves the retrieval time
problem of the former while achieving ﬂexibility in
matching that the latter method does not have. Three
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smaller case-bases also yield higher eﬃciency than one
large one.
Template retrieval is similar to common database
queries in that it returns cases that satisfy certain parameter constraints. In this method, the new problem is
parsed to extract the more important features to be used
as a template. Any case in the case-base that matches the
template is selected for further checking and the others
are skipped. We use it at the beginning of the retrieval
process to narrow down the space for further search.
After the selected cases have been fetched, the nearest
neighbor method is applied by computing the similarity
between the input problem and the stored cases. The
similarity uses the proximity, the degree of belief and
the importance weight over all problem attributes. The
more important an attribute is, the more it inﬂuences the
case similarity. At each level we calculate the respective
similarity for unit type, size and purpose that are respectively designated by St , Ss and Sp .
Let there be K clusters for an area. We start with the
attribute vector for the kth cluster, select the next jth
record from the unit-type case-base of J case records and
then sum the relative weighted diﬀerence magnitudes
over all N target class attributes in the cluster. The type
similarity measure is
P
1
n¼1;N ðwnj ÞffjPnk  Pnj j=ðPnj þ 1Þg þ 1g ðBnk Þ
P
St ðk; jÞ ¼
n¼1;N ðwnj ÞðBnk Þ
ð1Þ
where wnj is the importance weight of nth target class for
the type stored in the jth case record, Pnk the proportion
of the nth target class in the kth cluster, Pnj the proportion of the nth target class in the jth case record and
Bnk the mean belief of the nth target class in the kth
cluster. Similar notations hold for the size and purpose
similarities given below.
We use Qnj and Qnk as the quantities for size similarity
in place of proportions. Tk and Tj are the total numbers
of targets, respectively, for cluster k and case record j.
P
ð1=2Þ n¼1;N ffjQnk  Qnj j=ðQnj þ 1Þg þ 1g1 ðBnk Þ
P
Ss ðk;jÞ ¼
n¼1;N ðBnk Þ
1

þ ð1=2Þf½jTk  Tj j=ðTj þ 1Þþ 1

ð2Þ
We use prk and prj as the posture parameters for the rth
posture of the kth cluster and jth case record, respectively. The importance weights furj g in Eq. (3a) are
constants input by the user.
X
Sp ðk; jÞ ¼ ð1=RÞ
ðurj ÞðVr Þ
ð3aÞ
r¼1;R

Vr ¼ 1;

if prk ¼ prj ;

else Vr ¼ 0

ð3bÞ

Fig. 5 shows a generalized CBR ﬂow diagram for any of
the three levels, where a particular cluster is used on
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Fig. 5. The CBR ﬂow diagram.

5. Threat assessment: inference via fuzzy belief networks

crete) random variables and the arrows represent causal
inﬂuences. The prior probability tables (PPTs) at the
root nodes and conditional probability tables (CPTs)
elsewhere are required to compute the joint probability
distribution (jpdf) of all variables. From a given set of
observation variables, the likelihoods of the outcomes of
a set of query variables are to be determined. The jpdf is
needed for such inferencing.
Fig. 6 shows a simple BBN of nodes A, B, C, D and E
that has nodal outcomes that are true (T) or false (F). We
let Ta and Fa be the respective true and false outcomes
for A, Tb and Fb be the outcomes for B, etc. For examples, we see from Fig. 6 that P[C ¼ Fc j E ¼ Te] ¼ 0.3
and P[E ¼ Te j A ¼ Ta, B ¼ Fb] ¼ 0.4.
Let pðXk Þ denote the set of parent nodes of the random variable Xk , so the jpdf of the random variables is
given by Eq. (4). Assuming that each variable Xk is
conditionally independent of its non-descendants when
given the outcomes of its parents [29], the BBN of Fig. 6
can be simpliﬁed per Eq. (5).

5.1. Belief networks

P½X1 ; X2 ; . . . ; XK  ¼ P½X1 jpðX1 ÞP½X2 jpðX2 Þ . . . P½XK jpðXK Þ

each run with the cluster features being used as the
problem to match against the problem parts of the cases.
At any level, the case with the greatest weighted similarity is considered the most similar case, and its solution is retrieved and used as the solution of the input
problem. That is, the unit type, size and purpose of the
retrieved cases at diﬀerent levels will be used for the new
cluster and fed accordingly to the next level of CBR or
to the threat assessment procedure.
The calculated similarity is considered to be the case
belief. Both the solutions and their case beliefs will be
output as the result of the case-base reasoning for each
level. When there is no matching result in the template
matching step (the similarity is too low), the problem is
considered to be a new case for which a solution must
either be entered by a human or be deduced by rules and
checked for success in either case.

ð4Þ
A Bayesian belief network (BBN) is an acyclic directed graph [4,10,16], where the nodes represent (dis-

P½A; B; C; D; E ¼ P½AP½BP½EjA; BP½CjEP½DjE

ð5Þ
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Fig. 6. A simple BBN.

With this simpliﬁcation we can compute the jpdf for all
possible outcomes ðA; B; C; D; EÞ of the BBN in Fig. 6,
which are the 25 ¼ 32 events. Such exponential combinations make BBNs NP-hard. An event is any outcome
in {TaTbTcTdTe, TaTbTcTdFe,. . .,FaFbFcFdFe}. For
example, from the CPTs of Fig. 6 and Eq. (5) we obtain
P½Ta; Fb; Fc; Td; Te
¼ P½TaP½FbP½TejTa; FbP½FcjTeP½TdjTe
¼ ð0:40Þð0:20Þð0:40Þð0:30Þð0:20Þ ¼ 0:000192

ð6Þ

An example of inferencing is where we let E be the decision variable that we wish to query (E ¼ Te?) based on
the observed outcome C ¼ Tc. The Bayesian rule provides that
P½E ¼ TejC ¼ Tc
¼ P½C ¼ TcjE ¼ TeP½E ¼ Te=P½C ¼ Tc

ð7Þ

P½C ¼ TcjE ¼ Te is provided by the CPT at C, but the
two marginal probabilities P½C ¼ Tc and P½E ¼ Te
must be computed. To compute P½E ¼ Te, we sum the
probabilities of all 16 combinations of outcomes ABCD,
where E ¼ Te is ﬁxed. We similarly compute P½C ¼ Tc.
5.2. Why heuristic fuzzy belief networks?
While Bayesian probabilities are suitable for updating
belief networks and allow for forward and backward
inﬂuences to be computed, the (usually subjective) values for the PPTs and CPTs are diﬃcult to estimate and
the jpdf is NP-hard to compute. Two other models that
could be used for updating are: (i) fuzzy logic; and (ii)
theory of evidence. We choose fuzzy logic because it is
heuristic, direct, intuitive, easy to tune and has low order
polynomial linear time complexity. Other approaches
that do not use fuzzy logic are in [6,32]. But fuzzy logic is
more heuristic, faster, easier to understand, more common-sensical and the forward–backward directions are
trivially handled (see below).
For this application of our [22] fuzzy belief network
(FBN) to threat assessment, we use the enemy intentions
as the query variables at the root nodes. Each intention
requires certain actions at the children of the root nodes,
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and each action requires a particular mixture of force
units in certain areas at the leaf nodes. The SA data are
the observations that provide the unit locations, types,
sizes, postures and purposes, which match up with certain of the leaf node units in the FBN. The extent to
which the outcome of a variable inﬂuences the beliefs of
outcomes of its parent or child variables is determined
by its fuzzy set membership function (FSMF) for the
propagation along an arrow. There is a FSMF for each
direction along an arrow, which establishes two-way
conditional inﬂuences.
Fig. 7 shows the FSMF for propagating the belief
inﬂuence that the variable X is present. We model these
monotonically increasing (Tsukamoto) fuzzy set membership functions by sigmoid functions (e.g., see [24]) to
propagate fuzzy beliefs that particular units are present
in the battlespace, where the observations are beliefs of
the presence of units given by the SA.
The propagated fuzzy belief y is given by the sigmoid
function with center c, rate a and fuzzy belief x as provided by the sigmoid of Eq. (8) that attains values between 0 and 1. It is also continuously diﬀerentiable.
y ¼ gðxÞ ¼ 1=f1 þ exp½aðx  cÞg

ð8Þ

Fuzzy logic is extremely ﬂexible (see [28]). A rule has the
form (A is present) ½fA  AND (B is present) ½fB  ¼> (C is
present) ½fC , where the antecedents A and B have respective fuzzy beliefs fA and fB that inﬂuence the fuzzy
belief fC that C is present.
A variety of fuzzy logic methods are available to
determine fC . A well known method is fC ¼ minffA ; fB g,
but others use speciﬁc ones where minffA ; fB g <
fC < maxffA ; fB g [28]. The product fA  fB does not
satisfy this criterion. A tradeoﬀ is to employ weights via
fC ¼ ðwA ÞðfA Þ þ ðwB ÞðfB Þ

ð9Þ

where the weights are standardized to sum to unity. The
inﬂuence fC must then be logically combined with the
current fuzzy belief fC^ of the presence of C to obtain a

Fig. 7. A Tsukamoto FSMF for X.
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new one fCnew ¼ F ½fC^ ; fC  for some logic function F ½ .
There are various ways to do this and here we used a
proportional increase or decrease from fC^ .

6. Simulation experiments: design and results
6.1. The simulation of SA via CBR
For the purpose of showing how the integrated system works it suﬃces to use an example of four types of
units in a mix of: (i) one heavy infantry battalion as Unit
A; (ii) an infantry brigade B; (iii) an armored battalion
C; (iv) an artillery company D; (v) an infantry battalion
E; and (vi) an armored company F . Units A, B, C and D
have a posture of being close to the frontier, close to
each other (massed), in a mixture that supports an attack across the frontier. The postures and sizes of Units
E and F support a reserve status for oﬀense or defense.
For simplicity, we do not distinguish between types of
tanks or trucks, such as heavy, medium or light tanks.
Fig. 8 shows an area ground situation (of clusters) for a
test of the SA and TA processes. The area where the
targets are detected is a 15 km by 15 km area (9.3 miles
on a side) with the frontier running along the Eastern
edge. The postures (relative positions) are shown in Fig.
8. The test situation shown in the ﬁgure is described in
Table 2.
There are 6 clusters in Table 2 that represent the units
shown. Associated with each set of targets in a certain
class is the average belief in the classiﬁcation of the
targets, which is the mean of the beliefs of the individual
targets. For each cluster there are N diﬀerent target
classes that are important for deﬁning the type of unit
that cluster represents.
Table 3 displays part of a case-base of percentages of
the various weapons classes for the particular unit type,
where unit type is the solution. This is the ﬁrst level case-

Fig. 8. Area with infantry, armor & artillery.

base and all of the data used here are synthetic. The
importance weights of the target classes are not shown
but were real values between 0 and 1.
The diﬀerent attributes are weighted diﬀerently in the
three diﬀerent case bases. In determining the size of the
unit, the total number of target vehicles is as important
as all of the other attributes combined. The weights for
the third level of case-based reasoning are: (i) Posture 1
weight is 0.7; (ii) Posture 2 weight is 0.8; and (iii) Posture
3 weight is 0.9. The results are described below, where
the SA results of the CBR are fed into the FBN. The
weather and terrain were not included in these runs.
6.2. Simulation of threat assessment via an FBN
We use a simple synthetic example of a network here
(not designed by military experts) that suﬃces to show

Table 2
Test case: cluster attribute vectors/beliefs
Area no. 1
Cluster no.

1 (A)

2 (B)

3 (C)

4 (D)

5 (E)

6 (F)

Totals

No. trucks/belief
% Trucks
No. SP guns/belief
% SP guns
No. APCs/belief
% APCs
No. tanks/belief
% Tanks
No. ATGMs/belief
% ATGMs
No. AA SAMs/belief
% AA SAMs
Totals

55/0.8
32
12/0.7
07
60/0.7
34
20/0.9
12
21/0.6
12
6/0.6
03
174

50/0.7
32
10/0.7
06
50/0.6
32
25/0.8
16
20/0.5
13
2/0.7
01
157

15/0.8
16
0
00
12/0.7
13
55/0.8
60
10/0.6
11
0
00
92

12/0.8
26
22/0.6
48
0
00
0
00
12/0.7
26
0
00
46

30/0.7
37
6/0.7
07
20/0.7
25
10/0.9
12
12/0.6
15
3/0.6
04
81

8/0.8
35
0
00
1/0.7
04
14/0.8
61
0
00
0
00
23

170

SP: self-propelled, APC: armored personnel carrier. ATGM: anti-tank guided missile, SAM: surface-to-air missile.

50
143
124
75
11
573
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Table 3
First-level case-base sample record
% of Trucks

% of SP guns

% of APCs

% of Tanks

% of ATGMs

% of AA SAMs

Unit type

29
31
22
29
52
37

7
7
0
41
6
0

36
31
8
0
24
0

13
15
57
0
13
63

13
13
14
29
0
0

1
4
0
0
5
0

2
3
1
4
3
1

(hvy. inf.)
(infantry)
(armored)
(artillery)
(infantry)
(armored)

Fig. 9. The FBN for the example ground situation.

the working of the methodology. Fig. 9 shows that the
enemy is expected to be planning either to attack with
prior belief 0.6 or to defend with belief 0.4 along the
frontier of Fig. 8. The attacks can come either as a blowthrough or an artillery barrage and infantry advance. The
blow-through requires suﬃcient armor and heavy motorized infantry that are supported by self-propelled
artillery and regular infantry as shown in Fig. 9. On the
other hand, a more cautious attack would require artillery and heavy (motorized) infantry. The a priori beliefs, to be given from the expertise of the command
staﬀ, are shown.
Because FBNs can be complex, we devise a simple
and eﬃcient data structure for the inﬂuence graph with
its deductive (forward) inﬂuences and its abductive
(backward) inﬂuences. This example is synthetic and
enemy strategies and actions depend on the actual enemy battle doctrine.
For a real world situation, the command staﬀ would
set up the belief network. The following inﬂuences are
from Fig. 9, where the integers are the nodal numbers.
Deductive Influences : 1 ¼> 3;
2 ¼> 6; 7;

1 ¼> 4;

2 ¼> 5;

3 ¼> 8; 10;

4 ¼> 8; 9; 10; 12;
5 ¼> 8; 12; 13;
6 ¼> 11; 12; 13;

7 ¼> 11; 14

Abductive Influences : 3 ¼> 1; 4 ¼> 1; 5 ¼> 2;
6; 7 ¼> 2; 8; 10 ¼> 3;
8; 9; 10; 12 ¼> 4; 8; 12; 13 ¼> 5;
11; 12; 13 ¼> 6; 11; 14 ¼> 7
The original set of inﬂuence rules is stored in the ﬁle
FBNﬁle.dat as rows, that is, strings of digits and spaces
ended by a carriage return (CR). We write at the beginning of each row the number of integers to follow in
that row, so we have a ﬁle that is short-hand for linked
lists and is more eﬃcient. For example, the inﬂuence rule
1 ¼ >3 is represented by the line 2, 1, 3 (CR), while
4 ¼ >8, 9, 10, 12 is represented by 5, 4, 8, 9, 10, 12 (CR).
Our program setNodeLinks.php is interpreted by the
PHP interpreter under the Apache Web (http) server and
the results are sent to a browser such as Netscape Navigator as HTML for display. Our program parses these
rules and creates the abductive inﬂuence rules for the
backward inﬂuencing process. For example, the abductive inﬂuence rule 3 ¼ >1 is written as the ﬁle line 2, 3, 1
(CR) and the more complex 8, 9, 10, 12 ¼ >4 is stored as
the line 5, 8, 9, 10, 12, 4 (CR) (the ﬁrst stored integer
gives the number of node numbers to follow). Only the
last number in the row is a rule consequent node (the
others are antecedents).
The SA output data from the CBR process are
written to the ﬁle SAﬁle.dat as rows
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k; T ðkÞ; BT ðkÞ; SðkÞ; BS ðkÞ; P ðkÞ; BP ðkÞ
where k is the cluster number, T ðkÞ the type for Unit k,
BT ðkÞ the belief of T ðkÞ, SðkÞ the size of Unit k, BS ðkÞ the
belief of SðkÞ, P ðkÞ the purpose of Unit k and BP ðkÞ the
belief of P ðkÞ.
To activate the FBN antecedent units (leaf nodes) for
the abductive inﬂuence rules, we must match them with
the SA output (cluster) units. These FBN antecedent
units are stored in the ﬁle unitsFBNﬁle.dat that is to be
written whenever a new FBN structure ﬁle is written.
The rows for unitsFBNﬁle.dat contain
nðmÞ; T ðmÞ; SðmÞ; P ðmÞ
Here m is the unit number, nðmÞ is the nodal number of
the mth unit in the FBN graph, T ðmÞ is the type, SðmÞ is
the size and P ðmÞ is the purpose of Unit m.
The high level FBN algorithm for TA is shown below
and is run from a Web browser by typing in the URL
http://ultima.cs.unr.edu/fzBN/fbn.htm to bring up this
FBN (http://ultima.cs.unr.edu/fzBN2/fbn.htm brings up
a diﬀerent FBN for an experiment).
Step 1: On click of the Run button, read the ﬁle FBNﬁle.dat to get the network structure and then
run setNodeLinks.php to create the abductive
inﬂuence rules, read unitsFBNﬁle.dat to get the
units (leaf node) data for the fuzzy belief network and read beliefFile.dat to get the initial beliefs of the non-leaf nodes.
Step 2: Read the ﬁles SAﬁle.dat to get the current output data of the CBR situation assessment process and look for the best matches with the
units in unitsFBNﬁle.dat. Set the belief accordingly for each FBN unit (leaf node) that
matches an SA unit to initialize the FBN with
initial observations and beliefs.
Step 3: Process the abductive inﬂuence rules by use of
FSMFs to adapt the beliefs of the action nodes,
then adapt the beliefs of the intention (root)
nodes and output the beliefs of these query
nodes.
Step 4: Repeat forever.
if (ﬁle SAﬁle.dat is updated) then go to Step 2
//new situation
if (FBNﬁle.dat is updated) then go to Step 1
//new network.

Table 4
The SA unit data
Clstr no.

Type

Belief

Size

Belief

Purpose

Belief

1
2
3
4
5
6

3
3
1
4
3
1

92
92
84
89
88
83

4
4
3
2
3
2

81
75
84
89
75
81

1
1
1
1
4
4

80
80
80
80
80
80

Table 5
The FBN leaf node (unit) data
Unit

Node

Type

Size

Purpose

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

8
9
10
11
12
13
14

4
1
3
1
3
2
3

3
3
4
2
4
3
3

1
1
1
4
2
4
1

Table 6
The deductive and abductive inﬂuence rules for fuzzy belief propagation
Rule no.

Deductive rule

Abductive rule

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

1 ¼ >3
1 ¼ >4
2 ¼ >5
2 ¼ >6, 7
3 ¼ >8, 10
4 ¼ >8, 9, 10, 12
5 ¼ >8, 12, 13
6 ¼ >11, 12, 13
7 ¼ >11, 14

3 ¼ >1
4 ¼ >1
5 ¼ >2
6, 7 ¼ >2
8, 10 ¼ >3
8, 9, 10, 12 ¼ >4
8, 12, 13 ¼ >5
11, 12, 13 ¼ >6
11, 14 ¼ >7

Table 7 gives the results of ﬁring the fuzzy belief inﬂuence rules through two cycles. L levels of nodes require L  1 cycles of rule processing, and here L ¼ 3,
with levels 0 (roots), 1 (root children) and 2 (leafs).
Table 8 shows the ﬁnal beliefs of all nodes after the
rule processing has been completed. The beliefs of the
root nodes are standardized to sum to unity, which allows them to be considered as likelihoods. For the other
nodes the raw beliefs as observed and adjusted are given.
If a new set of observations were to be entered then nonleaf nodes would need to be reset to the initial values, or
new initial values could be given.

6.3. The simulation results
The situation assessment (unit) data are shown in
Table 4 and the leaf node unit data are given in Table 5
for the determination of the beliefs of the matched leaf
node units. The rules for abductive belief inﬂuence
propagation and original inﬂuences from Fig. 9 are given in Table 6.

7. Analysis and conclusions
To solve the problem of fusion for SA and TA, we
selected a sequence of methodologies. We developed the
UKCM clustering algorithm that uses a profuse uniformly random seeding and thinning to prevent bad
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Table 7
The results of ﬁring the abductive inﬂuence rules
Rule update loop: 1
Node 1, belief is 0.6, Rule 1 was NOT ﬁred!
Node 1, belief is 0.6, Rule 2 was NOT ﬁred!
Node 2, belief is 0.4, Rule 3 was NOT ﬁred!
Node 2, belief is 0.4, Rule 4 was NOT ﬁred!
¼ > Node 3, weighted average of antecedent beliefs of Rule 5:
0.8656
Fuzzy value is: 0.961421824
Node 3 has old belief: 0.6
Node 3 has new belief: 0.871066368
Node 4, belief is 0.4, Rule 6 was NOT ﬁred!
Node 5, belief is 0.4, Rule 7 was NOT ﬁred!
Node 6, belief is 0.6, Rule 8 was NOT ﬁred!
Node 7, belief is 0.6, Rule 9 was NOT ﬁred!
Rule update loop: 2
¼ >Node 1, weighted average of antecedent beliefs of Rule 1:
0.871066368
Fuzzy value is: 0.96411856815886
Node 1 has old belief: 0.6
Node 1 has new belief: 0.87308892611915
Node 1, belief is 0.87308892611915, Rule 2 was NOT ﬁred!
Node 2, belief is 0.4, Rule 3 was NOT ﬁred!
Node 2, belief is 0.4, Rule 4 was NOT ﬁred!
Node 3, belief is 0.871066368, Rule 5 was NOT ﬁred!
Node 4, belief is 0.4, Rule 6 was NOT ﬁred!
Node 5, belief is 0.4, Rule 7 was NOT ﬁred!
Node 6, belief is 0.6, Rule 8 was NOT ﬁred!
Node 7, belief is 0.6, Rule 9 was NOT ﬁred!

Table 8
The ﬁnal fuzzy beliefs of all nodes
Node 1: Final belief ¼ 0.68580356659032 (standardized from
0.83731)
Node 2: Final belief ¼ 0.31419643340968 (standardized from
0.40000)
Node 3: Final belief ¼ 0.871066368 (not standardized)
Node 4: Final belief ¼ 0.4 (not standardized)
Node 5: Final belief ¼ 0.4 (not standardized)
Node 6: Final belief ¼ 0.6 (not standardized)
Node 7: Final belief ¼ 0.6 (not standardized)
Node 8: Final belief ¼ 0.8666 (not standardized)
Node 9: Final belief ¼ 0.8296 (not standardized)
Node 10: Final belief ¼ 0.8646 (not standardized)
Node 11: Final belief ¼ 0.8178 (not standardized)
Node 12: No change from 0.1 (not standardized)
Node 13: No change from 0.1 (not standardized)
Node 14: No change from 0.1 (not standardized)

clusters. This clustering of the targets by position allowed us to perform SA by making an inventory of the
clusters and then using our technique of cascaded casebased reasoning for the recognition of the type, size and
purpose. Our fuzzy belief network then processed the
SA data to modify the beliefs of the query nodes according to the observations and their inﬂuence links that
propagate the belief inﬂuences between nodes very
quickly by sigmoid fuzzy set membership functions. A
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Bayesian belief network would require data mining and
estimators to obtain the conditional probabilities and
then would require exponential computing time.
The example on which we ran the simulation was
synthetic and fairly simple, whereas real world applications can be complex. However, it demonstrated the
possibilities for larger structures and with real world
data known to military experts. In this simulation the
example required only propagating the beliefs abductively (backwards), but we have other examples where it
works both ways. Future work will involve more complex structures and inferencing for detection, classiﬁcation and decision making.
The results here showed that a multistage process of
data fusion can be used to infer information for decision
making. It is clear that the fuzzy belief network can also
be used for classiﬁcation based on fuzzy beliefs of the
degree of certain features (variables) represented by
nodes. Our fuzzy belief network could have been used
with a more complex network structure before the Iraqi
invasion of Kuwait to ascertain the intentions of the
Iraqi government. Such intentions were incorrectly
surmised by the US State Department in 1990 based
on their own cultural values, but were accurately determined by the US Defense Intelligence experts
based on the demonstrated values of the ruling party in
Iraq.
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